Model IPGTS Goal Tender™ Operation Manual





Order IPGTS9 Transmitter For Operation
of up to 9 Devices
Order IPGTS27 Transmitter For Operation
of up to 27 Devices
Order ONE IPGTS1 Receiver for Each Device
to be Operated
Order ONE IPGTSA to Add a Saf-Alarm
to Each Device to be Operated

Each electric hoist has a number that corresponds to each gym component. The factory
setting for the receivers are the numbers shown on the control box lid. Hence, 1-9 or A1-A9,
B1-B9, C1-C9.
To raise or lower the gym equipment select the equipment number (1-9, A1-A9, B1-B9, C1-C9)
and press the UP or DOWN button.

Goal Tender™ Programming Procedure
Each receiver is capable of storing two (2) transmitter codes for multiple operations. One (1)
code is preset at the factory. To change the factory setting or add a second code, follow the
steps below.
Step 1:
Momentarily press and release the Learn button on the receiver. The LED will turn on.
You will approximately 20 seconds to complete step 2.
Step 2:
Set the Goal Tender transmitter (IPGT9 or IPGT27) to the desired setting. Press and hold the
UP or DOWN button on the Goal Tender transmitter until the LED on the receiver goes off or
the electric hoist begins to run.
Step 3:
Repeat for additional transmitter codes.

Erasing the IPGTS Receiver’s Memory
If it is necessary to erase all of the codes stored in the receiver’s memory, press and HOLD the
Learn button on the receiver until the LED goes off.

Operational Check




If IPGTS transmitter doesn’t activate equipment. Unit number entered must exactly
match the receiver number.
Metal and some types of construction may affect reception. If this happens, stand
directly in front of equipment you are operating.
If system still does not work try erasing receiver’s memory and re-enter codes.

Warnings


Only authorized and qualified personnel should operate this equipment.



The operator should stand at one location in full view of the unit during the
folding operation.



Before raising or lowering gymnasium equipment make sure area is clear of
people. DO NOT allow anyone to enter areas until the equipment is in full raised
or lowered position and all motion stopped.



Allow gymnasium equipment to come to a COMPLETE STOP before reversing
direction. DO NOT reverse direction more than four times per minute.

Warranty
IPI by BISON warrants their equipment to be free from all defects in workmanship for one year
for the date of final completion of product installation.
This warranty does not cover misuse of equipment, vandalism, or normal wear and tear. All
replacement parts must be obtained from or approved by IPI by BISON. Failure to review the
replacement part requirements with IPI by BISON will void the warranty.
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